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WOJCICKI CONSTRUCTIONS

NATURAL BEAUTY RECLAIMED
STATE-OF-THE-ART STYLE MEETS RUSTIC CHARM

Situated in an idyllic Daylesford farmhouse, this stunning country kitchen harmonises rustic charm and contemporary
luxury. The fusion of bespoke, hand-crafted features and modern styling create a warm and natural environment with an
abundance of lavish amenities. Soaring vaulted ceilings create a spacious and airy feel, while large windows and skylights
flood the space with natural light, emphasising the beauty of the abounding natural materials.
A generous step-in pantry and the ingenious movable island bench create the ultimate flexible space for cooking and
entertaining. The custom-built base units are inventively framed with ultra-modern rugged concrete Caesarstone and
crowned with a spectacular handmade double-bowl copper farmhouse style sink. Ashlar cladding feature walls create the
perfect backdrops for a traditional range cooker and wood-burning stove, lending a homely feel to the stylish space. Sleek
black tapware, hardware, lighting and appliances keep the overall effect contemporary and sophisticated.

SCAN TO VIEW

ADDITIONAL
PROJECTS ONLINE

The unique twin vanity, featuring a natural raw edge, was crafted from slabs of the same rescued blackwood as the
kitchen, with a modern quartz vanity top and cement basins for stylish contrast. A large mirror reflects the greenery of the
paddocks outside and maximises the impact of the natural stone feature wall. Large dark grey floor to ceiling tiles gracefully
complement these natural finishes, adding an expansive feel, while the matte black tapware and hardware throughout
completes the seamlessly eclectic picture.
The owner’s original 1941 cast iron bath tub was fully restored, forming a stunning centrepiece that juxtaposes perfectly with
the ultra-modern shower. A charming hand-made industrial pendant, created from old farm equipment parts, completes this
countryside design. This unique feature, combined with multiple sources of concealed lighting, lends a sensuous quality to
the serene atmosphere, emulating the tranquil feel of a luxury country spa.

Recycled Tasmanian oak flooring complements the bespoke cabinetry comprised of rescued blackwood from an expired local
mill. Cypress hand-crafted sills and island benchtop continue this charismatic aesthetic, while whitewashed pine ceilings
reflect the abundant light. To continue this trend, the bathroom effortlessly combines hand-crafted, reclaimed, and natural
elements with lustrous contemporary finishes. Original stone walls were sandblasted, removing layers of dark paint to
reveal their natural beauty.

Wojcicki Constructions specialises in crafting bespoke, high quality homes that encompass your individual style, taste and
personality. Based in Daylesford and lead by Steven and Yuliya Wojcicki, the company takes great care to deliver a complete
consultative experience that exceeds all expectations, managing every detail of construction from concept to hand-over. As a
testament to the team’s skill and dedication, Wojcicki Constructions has garnered a plethora of accolades for its work, most
notably winning the HIA Western Victoria Renovated Bathroom $30,001 – $50,000 in 2018 for this magnificent project.
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